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Executtive Sum
mmary
Miercom was engaged by Silverr Peak to ind
dependentlyy verify perfo
ormance asp
pects of its Unity
EdgeCon
nnect SD-WA
AN (Software-Defined Wide
W
Area N
Network) solution. The test bed included
two Edge
eConnect ph
hysical applia
ances and Unity Orchesttrator.
The Silve
er Peak Edge
eConnect solution is dessigned to deeliver tailorab
ble, policy-d
driven appliccation
performa
ance to enterprise wid
de area ne
etworks oveer any tran
nsport, inclu
uding conssumer
broadban
nd.

Enhancced link bonding policyy capabilitiees, which caan be selecttively applie
ed to

applicatio
on traffic, in
nclude: high availability (HA), high q
quality/QoS (HQ), high throughputt (HT)
and high efficiency (H
HE).
al phase of testing was designed to
o stress testt the Silver Peak EdgeC
Connect SD-WAN
The initia
High Ava
ailability link
k bonding policy dealing
g with varyi ng packet lo
oss levels. T
The last two tests
simulate real world scenarios. The
T
test be
ed created aan environm
ment where a branch o
office
connectss to a remotte data cente
er via a bon
nded link – iin this case, a bonded link composed of
MPLS (Multi-Protoco
ol Label Switcching) and In
nternet serv ices.
Key Find
dings of the Tests


Silver Peak High Availabillity link bond
ding policy m
managed an
nd adjusted tto degrading
g link
onditions an
nd maintaine
ed availabilityy of the app
plication duriing a brownout conditio
on.
co



The High Avvailability lin
nk bonding policy conttinued to ensure conne
ectivity duriing a
dition of an underlay.
blackout cond



ets are drop
pped, bonde
ed links in t he High Availability mo
ode with forrward
Evven if packe
error correctiion assures that no app
plication datta packets aare lost overr the connecction.
Note
N
that bon
nded links may
m be comp
posed of 2 o
or more linkss



Business inte
ent overlays utilized tun
nnels, createed by bond
ding multiple underlay links
ogether to act
a as one. Business in
ntent overlaays can perfform micro--segmentatio
on to
to
apply securityy and QoS policies and to
t assist in m
meeting com
mpliance requ
uirements.

ailability WA
AN to sustaiin
The ability to build a High Ava
ous application performa
ance, avoiding disruptivve
continuo
failovers

even

ns,
condition

is

und
der

significcantly

imp
pressive

and

degraded

earns

Silver
S

WA N
Peakk’s

Unity Ed
dgeConnect solution Miercom’s Performancce
Verified certification.
c
Robert Smithers
CEO
Miercom
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About the Product Tested
The Silver Peak Unity EdgeConnect SD-WAN solution (see https://www.silver-peak.com
/products/unity-edge-connect ) consists of EdgeConnect appliances and Orchestrator.
A family of EdgeConnect appliances is offered, with varying capacities, number and type of
interfaces, and redundancy options. A virtual appliance is also offered. It’s intended that the
appliance will insert into the existing LAN/WAN facilities.
In this testing, we used the “extra small” EdgeConnect model, EC-XS, designed to connect a
smaller branch office to one or more WAN services. The unit supports typical aggregate
bandwidths in the 2 to the 200-Mbps range, up to 256,000 concurrent connections, and features
four RJ-45 interfaces for LAN and WAN links (10/100/1000 Mbps).
Silver Peak describes the performance objectives for a group of applications as the “business
intent.” Unity Orchestrator provides the central management interface for defining the QoS (and
Security) parameters for a business intent overlay (Orchestrator also provides a central console
for overall SD-WAN management, monitoring, reporting, and troubleshooting). Multiple
overlays with different characteristics can be defined, but for this set of tests, we focused on a
single overlay called Data, optimized for continuous video streaming and UDP packets.
Each EdgeConnect appliance continuously monitors the throughput, packet loss, latency and
jitter of the underlying WAN transports – MPLS and Internet for this test. Application
performance delivered by the bonded link before and after error correction is also monitored.
Based on the access control list (ACL) applied and the business intent overlay, EdgeConnect
makes traffic steering decisions in real-time.
Business-intent can include, for example:


Providing particular real-time traffic applications – such as VoIP, streaming video, Webex
or Skype – with the fastest possible, low-delay delivery.



Transporting specified user traffic through high-performance tunnels, or limiting the
WAN access of certain groups of users, such as guests on a WiFi VLAN.



Internet breakout available at the branch site – cloud-based application traffic does not
need to be backhauled to the datacenter. EdgeConnect appliances can go directly to the
Internet for SaaS-based applications based on pre-determined policies.



Delivering application acceleration on a per business intent overlay basis with the
optional Unity Boost WAN optimization.

Silver Peak Unity EdgeConnect
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Silver Peak network overlays allow applications policies to easily be configured for how
applications are routed, prioritized and treated as they traverse the WAN. For example, overlays
can be defined to support:


Real-Time Traffic: Applications such as Skype and WebEx to name a few can placed in a
Mesh network with multiple paths in a High Availabilty link bonding policy using no
Boost for WAN optimization.



Enterprise Applications: Oracle, SAP, Exchange and so on configured in a hub- in- spoke
network, using multiple paths in a high throughput policy with Boost applied for
application performance.



Web Traffic: Trusted web and SaaS applications such as Office365, Box, SalesForce can
be steered directly to the Internet with a failover policy to backhaul traffic if the Internet
connection fails.

The test was designed to stress test the Silver Peak EdgeConnect SD-WAN High Availability link
bonding policy to handle varying levels of packet loss. Two of the tests were to simulate real
world scenarios. The test bed created an environment where a branch office connects to a
remote data center via a bonded link – in this case, a bonded link composed of MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching) and Internet services.
The testing applied in this report exercised the High Availability link bonding capability of the
Silver Peak EdgeConnect SD-WAN solution. The test bed set-up and test cases are described in
the following sections.
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Test Set-up: How We Did It
A test-bed network was configured between two notebook PCs, connected to Silver Peak EC-XS
EdgeConnect appliances. The EdgeConnect appliances connected through an MPLS (MultiProtocol Label Switching) and broadband Internet services in a simulated WAN configuration
(see test-bed diagram below).

WAN emulators, capable of dropping packets at specified

percentages for testing purposes, were the links.
One end of the test network was designated the OC (Orange County) headquarters/data center
site, and the other designated the SF (San Francisco) branch office. This set-up was designed to
show a small branch office (SF) that connects with headquarters (OC) via these WAN facilities.
The two facilities each operated at 50 Mbps, yielding 100 Mbps of aggregate bandwidth.

Silver Peak “High Availability” Test Bed
“Orange County”
HQ Site

“San Francisco”
Branch Site
Netgear
switch

LAN‐0
WAN‐0 MPLS

EdgeConnect
EC‐XS

LAN‐0
WAN‐0 MPLS

WAN‐1 Internet

WAN‐1 Internet

EdgeConnect
EC‐XS

MPLS WAN emulator
Internet WAN emulator
Management
connec ons

Orchestrator
8.1.9

Management
connec ons

VMware ESXi 6.5
Source: Miercom

The above configuration enabled the testing of bonded links – the concept in the Silver Peak
solution where multiple WAN services are bound together to support the aggregate bandwidth
and for high-availability handling. The version of Orchestrator tested was 8.1.9. The
EdgeConnect appliances ran code version 8.1.4.
A virtualized Dell PowerEdge T430 server ran VMware ESXi v6.5 and hosted the Orchestrator
management application as well as the WAN-emulation software. The Linux-based VM WAN
emulator is called KWANem.
Silver Peak Unity EdgeConnect
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Continuo
ous UDP and video. In
I addition to the WA
AN-emulation
n software, an open-so
ource
software tool, iperf3 (https://iperrf.fr/), was used to send 35 Mbps UDP traffic fro
om both sid
des to
measure the maximu
um achievable bandwidth over the b
bonded link W
WAN facilitie
es.
Two pub
-generation tools – Ma nyCam (http
blic-domain video-traffic
v
ps://manycam.com/featu
ures/)
and Yawcam (http:///www.snapfiles.com/get//yawcam.htm
ml) were use
ed to stream
m video from
m the
gh the SD-W
WAN to the OC-headqua
O
rters PC.
SF-branch PC, throug
Overlayss. Silver Pea
ak Orchestra
ator (the ma
ain interface is shown below) was u
used to set u
up an
overlay policy
p
called
d Data to asssign applica
ations to th e overlay, sset the brow
wnout thresh
holds,
select the underlays, and to sett the link bo
onding policcy to define
e the utilizattion of the WAN
services. These policcies govern the traffic fllow – for exxample, segm
menting variious applicattions’
Q defined
d by the busiiness intent policy.
traffic to deliver the QoS
We applied this bussiness intent policy: a High Availaability Primaary Bonded Tunnel. In other
he MPLS and
d Internet lin
nks on each side were deefined as a p
primary link bond, to actt as a
words, th
single-lin
nk virtual ove
erlay for High Availabilityy and QoS h
handling.
Setting up
u an overla
ay policy – bonding the MPLS and
d Internet b
broadband link into a ssingle
virtual tu
unnel – and
d applying QoS settings were sim
mple using the Orchestrator interface,
we concluded.
eak Unity Orrchestrator interface
Silver Pe
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For these tests, the Data overlay was set using the High Availability link bonding policy with a
“brownout” threshold setting of one percent loss. A brownout warning will be triggered if this
threshold is exceeded in the test. The HA link bonding policy specified for the Data overlay
utilizes forward error correction (FEC). For the HA policy, the FEC algorithm sends parity packets
on an alternate link for each data packet sent, so that the transmitted applicaton data
experiences far less than one percent packet loss, even when individual underlay services are
experiencing more than one percent loss. Dropped data packets are reconstructed from the
parity packets to minimize packet loss at the application layer.
Path Conditioning. Through the Orchestrator interface, “path conditioning” for HA, HQ and HT
policies are applied.
(PathConditioning https://www.silver-peak.com/products/unity-edge-connect/path-conditioning).
This entails several additional special processing features:


Adaptive Forward Error Correction (FEC). When FEC is enabled, Silver Peak periodically
sends error correction packets (parity packets) to reconstitute lost packets at the far end of
a WAN link, avoiding the delays that come with multiple round-trip retransmissions. This
enables the WAN to readily recover from packet loss, regardless of the reason. The Silver
Peak solution dynamically adjusts FEC in response to changing link conditions, in order to
minimize overhead.



Real-time Packet Order Correction (POC). To avoid retransmissions that occur when
packets arrive out of order, Silver Peak software re-sequences packets across all IP flows at
the far end of a WAN link. By doing this in a dedicated data-acceleration device (the
EdgeConnect appliances), Silver Peak can better handle high volume, high throughput data
streams with minimal added latency.

Tunnel Bonding. An advantage of the Tunnel Bonding approach is that all of the available
bandwidth of multiple WAN links can be used. Frequently, with typical router-based WAN
configurations, just Path A or Path B is used, so one path or the other is in a standby mode and
not used.

Silver Peak Unity EdgeConnect
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Packet Loss Test Cases
In each of the test cases, two WAN emulators were used to insert traffic loss across the tunnels.
The loss percentage was set via the command-line for each of the WAN emulators: one for the
WAN traffic over the MPLS links, and one for the WAN traffic over the Internet broadband links
(see below). The reason for using two WAN emulators was to be able to show asymmetrical
traffic going upstream and downstream.

MPLS WAN Traffic

Broadband WAN Traffic

Silver Peak Unity EdgeConnect
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Orchestrator Live View. As each test was run, the loss was monitored using Orchestrator’s Live
View for real-time metrics of the traffic. The interface permits the user to monitor packet loss
running from the SF side to the OC side (i.e., right to left in the test-bed diagram). In
Orchestrator’s Live View below, the top half shows the combined (Data overlay) bandwidth over
time (newer time is on the right), while the bottom half of the shows the Percent Loss. Each
Live View display shows statistics for the overlay and the underlying transport services. On top
is the virtual overlay formed by the bonded MPLS and Internet underlays. In this sample chart,
bandwidth and Loss Percentage are shown for traffic flowing from right to left: From SF to OC,
which was streaming video in our tests.

Bandwidth
Overlay
MPLS Underlay
Internet Underlay
% Packet Loss
Overlay
MPLS Underlay
Internet Underlay
Color coding of the “Live View” display:
Green = the link is good, no loss.
Brown = a “brownout” condition, exceeded the brownout loss threshold.
Red (not shown here) would indicate “catastrophic loss” (i.e., 100 percent loss)

Also tracked is Percent Loss, as infused by the Internet and MPLS network WAN emulators.
There is no industry standard on the amount of “acceptable loss.” However, Silver Peak (and
many WAN providers) considers less than one percent loss as acceptable, and one percent or
more as unacceptable. This Live View shows one percent loss as the beginning of a “brownout”
condition as was defined for the Data overlay.
In the above display, the Internet portion of the bonded link shows approximately 10% packet
loss, while the MPLS link shows no loss. The application overlay (business intent overlay) shows
no loss. In other words, despite the loss on one of the physical links, the High Availability
bonded link exhibits no loss, maintaining application availability and full performance.

Silver Peak Unity EdgeConnect
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Test 1: Baseline, 0 percentt MPLS an
nd 0 perceent Interne
et Packet Loss
The first test was to
o create a baseline with
h
b
added by the WAN
N emulators.
no loss being

Loss

The ima
age to the right show
ws two red
d

MPLS

arrows pointing to
o the OC Datacenterr

0%

meaning flows are going
g
east to west. Live
e
ndicating the
e east to wesst direction.
View is in

OC
Loss
I
Internet

For the purpose
p
of the
t white pa
aper, we are
e
showing east to westt traffic only..
As

own
sho

below
w,

both

SF
F

0%

underlay

connectio
ons (the Inte
ernet underla
ay and
the MPLS
S underlay) are fully up and running
g with no lo
oss of either link. Bandw
width is operrating
at 40 Mb
bps from th
he SF side to the OC side as expeected. Note that the ap
pplication ovverlay
remains at
a 0 percent loss and ava
ailable band
dwidth remaiins at 40 Mb
bps.
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Test 2: 0 percentt MPLS an
nd 10 perccent Intern
net Packe
et Loss
In this te
est, a high, 10 percent packet loss
rate is applied to th
he Internet broadband
connectio
on in the direction
d
fro
om the SF
branch to
o the OC datta center.

Loss
MPLS
0%

As shown below, de
espite the su
ubstantial

OC

loss rate in one dire
ection of the
e Internet

Loss
Internet

t
application overlay loss rate
service, the
remains at 0 perccent, and available

10%

a 40 Mbps.
bandwidtth remains at
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Test 3: 0 percentt MPLS an
nd 20 perccent Intern
net Packe
et Loss
In this test, a high, 20
0 percent pa
acket loss
pplied to bo
oth directions of the
rate is ap

Loss

Internet broadband connection
n linking

MPLS

he OC data center.
the SF brranch and th

0%

As seen below,
b
despiite the increa
ased loss,

OC

the Data
a Overlay loss rate remains at 0

Loss
Internet

percent, and available bandwidth
h remains
at 40 Mbps.
M

S
SF

Notte the jump
p in the

20%

Internet loss rate, which
w
occurrred when
the loss for test 3 was added
d via the
W
emulator.
Internet WAN
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Test 4: 10 percen
nt MPLS and
a 0 perccent Intern
net Packe
et Loss
In this test, a high, 10
0 percent pa
acket loss
ed to the MPLS link
k, in the
is applie

Loss

direction from the SF
S branch to
o the OC

MPLS

c
if the
data centter. This could be the case

10%

MPLS link starts to get
g congeste
ed. There
is no losss of the Interrnet service.

OC

SF
F
Loss
Internet

As show
wn below, despite this loss, the
Silver Pe
eak forward
d error corrrection is

0%

doing itss job: The bonded lin
nk is still
delivering
g 40 Mbps of data bandwidth
and without any pack
ket loss.
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Test 5: 20 percen
nt MPLS and
a 0 perccent Intern
net Packe
et Loss
In this test,
t
an ad
dditional 10
0 percent
packet lo
oss is applied
d to the MPLS link, in

Loss

the direcction from th
he OC data center to

MPLS

the SF branch. Th
his amounts to 20
percent MPLS loss.

20%

There is no loss

o the Intern
net service.
applied on

OC
Loss
Internet

As show
wn below, despite this loss, the
Silver Pe
eak solution is still delivvering 40
Mbps of
o

S
SF

0%

data ba
andwidth over
o
the

bonded link,
l
and without packet loss.
The MPLS loss rate showed a jum
mp when a lo
oss in the op
pposite direcction was added.
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Test 6: 4 percentt MPLS an
nd 12 perccent Intern
net Packe
et Loss
In this test,
t
4 perccent packet loss is
applied to
t the MPLS
S link. Loss totaling
t

Loss

12 percent is also
o applied to the

MPLS

f
Internet facility.
Still, 40 Mbps
M
of usable data ban
ndwidth

4%
OC

SF
F
Loss
Internet

is delive
ered over the bonde
ed link,
although
h some re
ecoverable loss is
starting to
t appear on
o the bond
ded link

12%

(bottom chart). Data path Condittioning
is fixing the packet loss so the appliccation expeeriences no
o packet lo
oss or
d performan
nce.
degraded
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Test 7: 6 percentt MPLS an
nd 2 perce
ent Interneet Packet Loss
In this test,
t
6 perccent packett loss is
applied to
t MPLS data
a. At the sam
me time,

Loss

the 2 percent loss iss applied to data on

MPLS

net service.
the Intern
Still, 40 Mbps
M
of usa
able data ba
andwidth
is delive
ered over the bonde
ed link,

6%
OC

SF
F
Loss
Internet

although
h some sma
all drop pe
eaks are
beginning to appear on the bonded link.

2%

ath conditio
oning is fixxing the
Data pa
packet lo
oss so the ap
pplication
experiencces no packe
et loss or de
egraded perfformance. (b
bottom chartt).
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Test 8: 10 percen
nt MPLS and
a 10 percent Inteernet Packket Loss
In this te
est, 10 perccent packet loss is
applied to data stre
eams on bo
oth the
MPLS an
nd the Interrnet facilitiess.

Loss

This

MPLS

puts bo
oth servicess in a brownout

10%

condition
n – with losses excceeding
one percent.

OC

SF
Loss
Internet

Still, 40 Mbps
M
of usable data ban
ndwidth
is deliverred over the
e bonded link, and

10%

bonded-link loss re
emains belo
ow the
1 percent brownout threshold.
t
Some
S

onded link are increasing
g (bottom ch
hart). Data p
path conditio
oning is fixing the
loss peaks on the bo
packet lo
oss so the ap
pplication experiences no
o packet losss or degrade
ed performa
ance.
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Test 9: 0.5 percent MPLS and
a 30 pe
ercent Inteernet Packket Loss
This testt shows the
e maximum
m loss that

Loss

could be
e sustained on the In
nternet link

MPLS

without the
t bandwid
dth on the In
nternet link

0.5%

going to
o 0 and turning the
e underlay

OC

S
SF
Loss
Internet

Internet link
l
red.
A packe
et loss rate
e of 0.5 pe
ercent was

30%

applied to
t the MPLS link, and a severe
s
30
percent loss rate app
plied on the Internet servvice.
M
of usa
able data ba
andwidth is delivered o ver the bon
nded link, an
nd no packe
ets are
Still, 40 Mbps
dropped on the bonded link. No
ote that band
dwidth of th
he Internet link does dro
op to 0 in a ccouple
pact the bond
ded link.
of instances, but this had no imp
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Test 10
0: Connecttion Loss + 0.25 pe
ercent MPLS and 30
0 percent Internet P
Packet
In Test Case
C
10, we put moderate loss on th
he
two

un
nderlay

lin
nks

and

disconnecte
ed

the Interrnet network
k cable from
m the netwo
ork
switch,

which

resulted

in

the

Intern
net

MPLS

link goin
ng down (hence
(
the red bar on
o
the link
k). Note th
hat the virrtual bonde
ed
link conttinues operating without disruptio
on.

O
OC

The vide
eo stream and iperf kept runnin
ng

SF

without interruption.
Not shown here, but when we reconnectted
onnect EC-XS
S reestablish
hed
the link, the EdgeCo

Interrnet

he underlyin
ng Internett link witho
out
using th
disruptio
on of the bonded lin
nk. Again, the
t
video sttream and iperf contiinued running
without interruption.
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About Miercom Performance Verified Testing
Silver Peak, Inc sponsored this report. The data was obtained by Miercom engineers as part
of the Performance Verified assessment.
developed with the sponsoring vendor.

Testing is based on a methodology jointly
The results are presented in this report and are

published by Miercom.
About Miercom
Miercom has published hundreds of network product comparison analyses in leading trade
periodicals and other publications. Miercom’s reputation as the leading, independent product
test center is undisputed.
Private test services available from Miercom include individual and competitive product analyses
and evaluations. Miercom offers comprehensive test and certification programs including
Certified Interoperable, Certified Reliable, Certified Secure and Certified Green. Products are also
evaluated under the Performance Verified program, the industry’s most thorough and trusted
assessment of product usability and performance.
Use of This Report
Every effort was made to ensure the accuracy of the data contained in this report but errors
and/or oversights can occur.

The information documented in this report may also rely on

various test tools, the accuracy of which is beyond our control. Furthermore, the document
relies on certain representations by the vendors that were reasonably verified by Miercom but
beyond our control to verify to 100 percent certainty.
This document is provided “as is” by Miercom and gives no warranty, whether express or
implied, and accepts no legal responsibility, whether direct or indirect, for the accuracy,
completeness, usefulness or suitability of any information contained in this report.
All trademarks used in the document are owned by their respective owners. You agree not to
use any trademark in, or as part of or whole, in connection with any activities, products or
services, in a manner which may be confusing, misleading or deceptive or that disparages us or
our information, projects or developments.

© 2017 Miercom. All Rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, photocopied, stored on a retrieval system, or
transmitted without the express written consent of the authors. Please email reviews@miercom.com for additional information.
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